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Why choose Carroll Tree Service to manage the trees of your estate, institution, or
commercial property?
Trees can provide beauty, tranquility, and privacy. They can enhance architectural features or
guide pedestrian traffic. Trees can moderate the temperature of structures, reduce energy costs, and
increase property values. If not managed correctly, they can become unsightly and hazardous.
If you are charged with maintaining the safety and beauty of an environment that is open to the
public, it is vital that the trees in that environment be monitored and cared for by an ISA Certified
Arborist. Carroll Tree Service arborists will help manage your liability through regular monitoring
and hazard mitigation. In many instances trees show signs and symptoms of decline prior to failure. Maintaining a diligent care program will minimize the potential for costly tree-related accidents.
Trees are living assets that require professional care. Do not risk the costs that will arise if they are
neglected.
Carroll Tree Service is an accredited company with an authentic safety program and credentialed
field employees. We will ensure that a Certified Arborist is directly involved with the care of your
property.
In addition to traditional tree care services, Carroll Tree Service offers:
Emergency Response
Plant Health Care monitoring and Integrated Pest Management
Hazard assessment and mitigation
Construction-related Tree Preservation services
From the National Mall in Washington, DC to the grounds at the Johns Hopkins University, Carroll
Tree Service has been managing the tree populations of prominent institutions and multi-acre estates since 1950. It’s our specialty. We understand the needs and concerns of facilities managers,
course superintendents, and estate owners.
Year after year you can depend on us for:
Professional appearance and conduct
Unparalleled attention to detail
Dedication to property protection
Deference to guests, members, students and staff
Carroll Tree Service has a comprehensive fleet of equipment virtually unmatched in the region. We
have highly skilled operators and the structural flexibility to provide the swift mobilization of resources. In short – we will respond quick and strong until all of your tree care needs have been
met.
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